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Sincerely,

Your IT Team
No taser, no pepper spray, no baton?? This is clearly murder by a for hire paid by taxpayers money... but don't worry as per usual they will investigate themselves and clear themselves of any wrongdoing. Then we'll get to hear about how bad this guy was and what not all to try to make the deputy look innocent.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!! EYE FOR AN EYE is the only way to end these criminal injustices!!!
I hope the cop that shot him catches some hot lead
in the head.

you too! 😎

@SanLeandroPD Kill a cop save a life!

@SanLeandroPD @jviews1pd the official report claims the victim was shot
only once in the chest and not in the head or back.

For anyone wondering this is the video of it happening, you can hear a
pop from the first gunshot and see the trail of blood as he backs up, one
more pop after he drops the bat and a final pop after he is on the ground
not moving.
FUNNY HOW YOU LEAVE OUT THE SECOND TIME YOUR PIGS MADE SURE TO MURDER HIM WAS WHEN HE WAS LAYING DOWN UNARMED BEING TASED! IF I WITNESSED THESE GANG MEMBERS ATTACKING SOMEONE I WOULD GUN THESE GANG PIGS DOWN JUST LIKE THEY DESERVE.

Regards of anything they should of not shot the man, never did he rais his bat at the police & how do u compare a bat with a gun cmon man.